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About This Game

On the west end of the continent lies Belneria, a kingdom in decline. Its neighboring country to the east, Flosein, breaches their
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non-aggression pact by launching a surprise invasion. In the ensuing chaos, princess Eris manages to escape from the castle.

As she watches the castle burn, she make a vow to herself.
"I swear... I'll take back my beloved kingdom!"

Features:

Classic RPG experience

Engaging story and plot

Explore a fantasy world

Turn based party battles
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Title: Ordeal of Princess Eris
Genre: Indie, RPG
Developer:
Asakiyumemishi
Publisher:
Kagura Games
Release Date: 7 Jun, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7/8/8.1/10

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9/OpenGL 4.1 capable GPU

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: 1280x768 or better Display. Lag may occur from loading menus or maps. Turn off other programs before
running the game.

English,Simplified Chinese
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YouTube trailer:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QDPemTDnR20. Reviews appreciated and news!:
Hi guys!

Welcome to all the new players from Steam Summer sale! I'd like to ask you to find a bit of time and review the game in case
you liked it or it gave you a bit of a challenge. It will help me very much with the visibility!

Much appreciated!

In the meantime game got updated with AR on mobile platforms, more info on the FB page: 
https://www.facebook.com/carPuzzler/

Furthermore I'm slowly starting to work on a new project, I'll keep you updated as soon as I have some screenshot/video to share
:).. Added layer feature in paint mode!:
Excited update! Layer feature in paint mode! You can add layer like as photoshop. It has useful functions new, delete, move,
visible/invisible, opacity lock, fill with selected color, merge to below layer.
The number of layers upper limit is 10. In addition, we are going to add function to save texture file that can store away plural
layers in future.
Added new tool in paint mode. Eraser tool. It can paint transparent color.
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------------------
Update Ver0.2.2 Sep/22/2016

Features
- Added layer panel to the wheel menu of the left controller. Click layer to select. You can create new layer, delete, move,
change visible/invisible, set opacity lock, open layer menu.
- Added layer functions in layer menu."Merge to below layer" "Duplicate" "Fill with selected color".
- Added eraser tool in paint mode. It can paint transparent color. You can select it from paint tool panel or press down side of
touch pad in right controller for change tool in paint tool.
- Added eyedropper tool in paint mode. You were able to use it in a shortcut in a paint tool, but it is a tool now to do it clearly.
- Added paint tool panel in paint mode. You can select tools paint, eraser, eyedropper, and can use undo/redo.

Improvement
- The upper limit number of times of the undo in paint mode, to 15 from 10.

note: Features of early access are not stable. These may be changed or abolished.. Update 0.29:
It's a smaller update, and mostly a technical one. It would be most interesting for modders.

Change log:
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Added comments to the script files, describing how things work.

Added auto-generated documentation for game objects.

Added initial Steamworks integration, for now it just pauses the game when you open the Steam overlay.

Log entries now include time since game start.

Updated BASS.

. Fruit Sudoku�� 3:
http://store.steampowered.com/app/711090/Fruit_Sudoku_3/
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